Plato’s Republic, Book 4: The City, the Soul, and the Virtues

Throughout the whole of the Republic, the guiding question has been: What is Justice? In order to answer that

question, several other Virtues have to be examined and studied – for Justice is a Virtue, and virtues are interconnected
with each other.

Virtues (aretai, in Greek) are certain types of characteristic and lasting excellences of various things. The ancient
Greeks used the term virtue (arête) with a wide range of meanings:



for things like physical strength or attractiveness – characteristics of the body

for things like abilities – being able to sing well, act well, run well – these were often also referred to as
capacities (dunameis) or as skills (technai)




for good qualities of mind -- being able to understand quickly, having good memory, reasoning well

for moral qualities – dispositions to characteristically act the right way – e.g. justice, honesty, loyalty, courage,
good temper – these are the kinds of virtues we are interested in.

What does it mean to say that a person is a good person of this or that sort, e.g. a patient, generous, or just person?
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